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LAbased artist and composer Geneva Skeen’s debut, A Parallel Array of
Horses, will be released on Room40 on October 19. It documents the here
and now, taking into consideration a mutant, cancerous cell which invades
and spreads within the collapsing and easily manipulated skeleton of
society. She records the steady erosion of systems, boundaries, the
loosening of morality, and the disintegration of onceacceptable practices
– things that were once stable, welloiled, and selfassured, but which are
now falling into disrepair. Efforts to uphold these principles – to keep
them afloat, at least – actually speed up a decline which bubbles and froths
around the sane before devouring them in a swamp of violation. The title
itself comes from a geologic phenomenon where a block of a specific type
of rock becomes completely separated by mineral veins from its
counterpart within another body of rock, and is then stacked upon
multiples of others like it.
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Reason and rationale are dismissed and drowned out by a society that
refuses to accept facts…a hallmark of the insane, or, at best, the sick.
Things that cannot be true are taken as truth. Fictitious headlines bombard
the mind on a daily basis, and it can feel as though one is looking through
a glass darkly. Skeen doesn’t take a side: she takes a stance of neutrality as
she aims to understand the underlying logic in and amongst the collapse
itself; the why as to the starting of the fire. Perhaps failure was inevitable;
civilizations come and go. Musically, Skeen mentions her own failures
when trying to conceptualize and compose this breakdown: ‘I am finding
equal failure in streamlined, singular methodologies for both
comprehension and composition’, she says.

Representation in a world
that refuses fact is uncertain and
deceptive. Time is complicated
by the failure of the linear.
Inside, what we see is not what
we hear, what we hear is not
what we think, what we think is
not what we feel
The falling away of normalcy is a terrifying prospect.
Dread lives in the slipping away of acceptable practices… and in the
inappropriate, the horrific, now becoming a part of the everyday fabric.
‘The Sonorous House’ opens with a recording of a wind storm in the
Mojave and closes with the world’s largest colony of Mexican freetailed
bats leaving their cave to swoop through the Texan night air. But they’re
not the only ones looking for fresh prey. Comparisons can be made to
certain political situations and geological shifts (or declines) across the
globe. Skeen’s sharp observations are rooted to the electronic
instrumentation, fixating upon processed textures to digest and address
http://www.ﬂuid-radio.co.uk/2018/10/geneva-skeen-a-parallel-array-of-horses/
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worrying changes. Her music rises like an ominous dawn, one of flame
red rather than glowing peach, precarious in spite of the music’s
heaviness. An anvil of a drone will suddenly go missing, dropping off the
side before exploding back onto the scene. It’s the equivalent of a jump
scare, and it highlights the unpredictability of the landscape, both
psychological and environmental. Other digitally processed sounds creep
around in the background, lurking in the dark.
Skeen manipulates her music, but she aims to speak the truth instead of
reciting a meaningless and deceitful slogan. Snaking textures and recorded
sounds traverse the tortured lands, sympathetic to and in tune with the
surrounding environment and not a causal factor in its disintegration.
Skeen’s sounds evolve carefully and scientifically on an uncertain, vacant,
and illlit road, and the destination is apocalyptic. ‘Los Angeles Without
Palm Trees’ has the dark tint of neonoir as it looks straight into a bleak
future. Skeen moulds the track with patience, making the finale even more
cutting. When she uses her voice, her body becomes a personalized vessel
in which she absorbs, processes, understands, and responds. Her voice has
been manipulated and stretched in order to seek out a deeper interpretation
to a host of complex issues and colorless situations, and the result is an
eerie, elevated recording in which everything is entangled and nothing is
separated; it’s the six degrees of separation in musical form.
As Skeen says, her own body becomes the original playback mechanism,
experiencing a finite world through the infinite zones and possibilities of
music. The music is her own parallel array, her subjective reality, through
which she can make sense of a senseless world. She digests the outer
world by burying her voice in the limitless cartography of music, while the
album’s feelings of dread are as inescapable as the advancing of time, its
grains endlessly leaking away and provoking symptoms of permanent
anxiety.

A Parallel Array Of Horses by Geneva Skeen

www.room40.bandcamp.com(https://room40.bandcamp.com/album/aparallel
arrayofhorses http://emporium.room40.org/products/629064genevaskeenaparallel
http://www.ﬂuid-radio.co.uk/2018/10/geneva-skeen-a-parallel-array-of-horses/
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I first encountered LA-based Geneva Skeen (https://genevaskeen.bandcamp.com/)’s music in
2016 when she released Dark Speech on Dragon’s Eye Recordings
(https://dragonseyerecordings.bandcamp.com/album/dark-speech). It was a departure from that
label’s output, one that usually focuses on lowercase sounds, as Skeen’s was heavier, more
industrial at times and utilized dramatic gestures.
Two years later, her new album on Lawrence English’s Room40 (http://room40.org/) imprint
explores themes of “mutant consciousness”, melding voice, electronics and field recordings. The
processed vocals throughout this release lend it a unique character: ghostly, haunted and
ephemeral. Meditating on the slipperiness of time, perception and reality, Skeen creates an
ambience with edge, swaying between blurred drones and resonating synths.
Opening track “The Sonorous House” begins with field recordings of a storm, groaning and stirring,
as if Skeen’s sound world is waking up from a deep sleep, slowly emerging into the waking
world. These small sounds are gradually subsumed by hissing and eventually overloaded by a
hard buzzing synth line. There is an almost-melody under the weight of the synths which gets
stretched into a metallic drone at the end of the track. The contrast between how this first track
begins and how it ends gives an insight into how this album works as a whole.

The beautifully named “Los Angeles Without Palm Trees” starts with recordings of insect nightlife,
before panning, flickering sounds arrive. This sense of movement is a satisfying stereo-field
experience, with those droning synths again coming into play around the halfway point that
generate quite a dramatic shift in mood. Swelling, aching tones lend this piece a feeling of
grandeur, but also sadness. The track title invokes a feeling of something curiously amiss, and the
audio certainly adds to that interpretation.
Title track “A Parallel Array of Horses”, is the first of the collection to throw Skeen’s processed
vocals really to the fore. Long, shadowy wails combine with strings, the high pitches slowly
lowering throughout the duration of the piece. This feels like a descent into some strange, dreadinduced hallucinatory state: dark, enveloping and inescapable.
Title track “A Parallel Array of Horses”, is the first of the collection to throw Skeen’s processed
vocals really to the fore. Long, shadowy wails combine with strings, the high pitches slowly
lowering throughout the duration of the piece. This feels like a descent into some strange, dreadinduced hallucinatory state: dark, enveloping and inescapable.
“Frain, Refrain” is a shorter exploration of this vocal technique, more minimal and the words
nearly audible but just out of reach. It reminds me of Grouper in a way, melancholic and stripped
down to a single component, only digitally processed into a single spectral voice.
The final track, “Flutter in Place”, is somewhat calmer and feels like a coming-down return to
reality after the previous two. Warm, glowing drones take their time unfolding, while crackling
found sounds add a light dusting of texture. These synth drones actually might be more processed
vocals, but it’s harder to recognize this time. Better to just absorb them as they are, and float on
their current. At the eight-minute point, suddenly a drop in pitch rouses that eerie sense of tension
https://toneshift.net/2018/10/25/a-parallel-array-of-horses-by-geneva-skeen/
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that had existed in preceding tracks, before that too fades out to the sounds of more chirping
ﬁeld recordings. As the album began with the sounds of nature, so does its ﬁnal moments,
and the journey between these two points has been quite a ride.
OCTOBER 25, 2018
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PARAL
ALLLEL AARRRAY OF HORSE
HORSESS
GENEVA SKE
SKEE–N – A PAR
The opening track Sonorous House sets a quite scary mood with its recordings of a Mojave desert wind
storm. For the rest of the album the storm settles down a bit: the atmosphere changes into a (relatively)
calm night mood in Los Angeles Without Palm Trees. Flutter In Place, the album closer, features a
recording of the world’s largest colony of Mexican free-tailed bats departing their cave to roam the
summer night air of Southeast Texas.
But this album is not built from environmental recordings alone: ‘sounds on this album are both
recorded and produced. Interspersed are a variety of electronic instruments and processes, and
compositional techniques that are variously clear-cut or intentionally buried by digital processing.” Two of
the tracks (the title track and Frain, Refrain) are entirely created using only her voice.

Geneva Skeen – Los Angeles Without Palm Trees
A Parallel Array Of Horses (the title is derived from a geological phenomenon
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horse_(geology))) is Geneva Skeen‘s personal re ection on the current state the
world is in:
“As I’ve tried to understand what is happening now without judgement––a collapse of systems,
boundaries, and symbols that crumble faster with each forcible attempt to reinstate them––I am nding
equal failure in streamlined, singular methodologies for both comprehension and composition.”
Complex times require complex soundscapes and thus dedicated listening:
“What we see is not what we hear, what we hear is not what we think, what we think is not what we feel,
and so on.”

A Parallel Array Of Horses is a Room40 (http://emporium.room40.org/products/629064-geneva-skeen-a-parallel-arrayof-horses) download-only release (no physical edition).
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UNDERGROUND
BY ANDREW MALE

Andy Mackay

★★★
3Psalms
GOOD DEEDS MUSIC. CD/DL/LP

Roxy Music reeds man
neo-classical gas.
Almost a quarter of a century
since he first
started work
on the project,
Andy Mackay’s
3Psalms has finally come to
fruition. Its four pieces explore
every facet of the composer’s
musical journey. His time as a
boy chorister is reflected in
singer Harry Day-Lewis’s stately vocals; Mackay’s stint in
Roxy Music by some familiar
oboe figures, and his later
Bachelor of Divinity degree by
the album’s religious themes.
The spectre of vintage Roxy
looms periodically, but
3Psalms is closer to a classical
oratorio than an exercise in
art-rock nostalgia, and even
the most committed Roxy
enthusiast will feel a little
excluded. That said, Mackay’s
great labour of love ends on a
powerful note, with Praise:
Psalm 150 finding the boss,
Day-Lewis, a choir, the Czech
National Philharmonic and
former bandmate Phil
Manzanera’s needling electric
guitar conjoining on the
grandest of grand finales.
Mark Blake

Dan Mangan

★★★★
More Or Less
CITY SLANG. CD/DL/LP

Vancouverite’s beauti
fifth album: a balm for
dark times.
On 2015 album
Club Meds, Dan
Mangan, who
could have
been Canada’s
Ed Sheeran,
Neil Finn or Tom Petty, was
channelling Radiohead’s dark,
nagging art-rock. Three years
on, he has witnessed political
dystopia, become a dad again,
taken a six-year break from
touring and contemplated
ageing. Perhaps this combination of wisdom and doubt
explains a quasi-mainstream
return that radiates intimacy:
a simultaneous retreat and

Eleni Avraam

Josephine Foster:
an outsider who’ll
welcome you in.

advance. Guests Joey Waronker, Jason Falkner and Simone
Felice make their mark, but the
sound is lean and nuanced,
leaving space for Mangan’s
despondency to unspool.
“Every road feels travelled,”
he sing-sighs on Just Fear,
the loneliest of a slew of
marooned ballads, as Never
Quiet reprises the Radioheadadjacent just-alive vibe. Even
upbeat aberration Troubled
Mind sounds downcast.
Mangan’s songs are clearly
therapy, for their writer as
much as the listener.
Martin Aston

Farai

★★★
Rebirth
BIG DADA. CD/DL/LP

Edgy monologues and postpunk sing-song from south
London iconoclast MC.

Josephine Foster

★★★★
Faithful Fairy Harmony
FIRE. CD/DL/LP

A four-part fairy freak-out
double from the singular
American vocalist.
Josephine Foster’s 13th album
is an 18-song, four-part double
– a collection of ritual prayers,
blues laments, vestal hymns
and jubilant benedictions
– that leisurely guides the
listener on a journey around
her musical estate. Her
extraordinary sound: keening,
tremulous, fragmental
outsider ballads made on
instruments found in a dusty
playroom. The somnolent
rapture Foster achieves on
opener Soothsayer Song and
the epic The Virgin Of The
Snow is quite unlike anything
else you’ll hear this year, while
the sweetly pulsing Lord Of
Love is a beautiful, otherworldly standout. Although 76
minutes of Foster may be a tad
generous for the casual
punter, Faithful Fairy Harmony
underlines the singularity of
her talent and maintains the
consistency of 2016’s No More
Lamps In The Morning. Foster’s
is an oddly moving,
crepuscular and dream-like
world to get happily lost in.
Daryl Easlea

Born of music therapy classes
the Zimbabwe-born, Londonraised Farai attended after a
few years on the art/fashion
scene left her feeling mentally
shredded, Rebirth is the sound
of an artist finding their voice.
And it’s a singular, multitudescontaining voice, channelling
the barely coherent anger of
the dispossessed (This Is
England, where she rails at
Theresa May, “Who’s to blame
for all this fuckery?”) and the
melancholy of souls too wild
to play by the rules (Talula),
her vignettes presenting a
fractured image of a London of
great wealth and great poverty,
coming apart at the edges. The
spare, subterranean work by
producer TONE lends edge to
Farai’s fevered texts, by turns
disturbing and hilarious, as her
vocals skip between spokenword poetics and wry postpunk bray. And while her
monologues occasionally err
on the side of impenetrable,
they never fail to electrify.
Stevie Chick

Heather Leigh

★★★★
Throne
EDITIONS MEGO. CD/DL/LP

Glasgow-based pedal steel theurgist
invokes damaged love songs from the darkest pasts.
IN CONTRAST to the mutated Celtic folk laments of Heather
Leigh’s brilliant 2015 solo debut I Abused Animal, with this
haunting follow-up the West Virginia-born singer and guitarist
returns to a scorched Appalachian present to craft a series of
burnt-black, scudding country ballads of love and hate. Against
an accompaniment of distorted riffs, spaced-out pedal steel,
synth flare and minatory bass lines, Leigh’s unmoored falsetto
visits dark emergency wards of co-dependence, ravaged
landscapes of yearning and desire, seeking out strange points
of bright spectral beauty amid the ruins. There’s artistry of
a rawer kind in Sparrow Nights (Trost Records, LP/CD) Leigh’s
third album of instrumentals with German free saxophonist
Peter Brötzmann. Focused, melancholy, modern ghost blues,
these 10 rough-hued duets move from jeremiad to elegy,
from love ballad to lament to scream.

ALSO RELEASED

Philip Corner

Guttersnipe

★★★

★★★

★★★

Extreemizms

My Mother The Vent

Stardust Birthday
Party

UNSEEN WORLDS. CD/DL

UPSET THE RHYTHM. DL/LP

A collection of the
85-year-old Fluxus
theorist’s
experimental
compositions from
1958 to 2016, newly recorded
with the man himself on piano,
accompanied by violinist Silvia
Tarozzi, cellist Deborah Walker,
and Rhodri Davies on harp. All
extreme, yes, but moving from
extreme duration, extreme
atonality and extreme silence to
extreme contemplation,
elegance, slowness and decay.

This scorching
debut LP from the
Leeds underground
noise duo is a
necessary howl of
pain, ferocity and daft madness,
Uroceras Gigas providing
dissonant speed-shredded
guitar, gut-churning synth and
possessed vocal howls, and
gangly drummer Tipula Confusa
adding the frantic, abstract
machine-gun rhythms. Protest as
noise, and vice versa.

Ron Gallo

NEW WEST. CD/DL/LP

Philly indie-rock freak
second; a very Marmit

.

“What do you
think of me?”
yelps Ron Gallo
on the chorus
to the low-rent
Sparks-esque
shriek of Prison Décor. The
answer will depend upon the
listener, as Gallo’s eccentricity
is bound to irritate at least as
many as it charms. Like Jack
White – if he’d been inspired
not by Delta blues guys but
art-rock, powerpop, new wave
and, in particular, 10cc – Gallo’s
vision is idiosyncratic and
full-flavoured. His songwriting
chops balance out his tics: he
slips enough hooks into the
angular, paranoid pop of Do
You Like Your Company? to
seduce before its freakout of
creaking synth and babble.
Just smart enough to play the
smart-ass as much as he does,
just funny enough to pull off
his faux-self-help shtick, you
can imagine Gallo inspiring
a devoted cult following.
Stevie Chick

Geneva Skeen

★★★
A Parallel Array
Of Horses
ROOM 40. DL

Digitally melding
the sound of Mojave
desert storms, a bat
colony flying from
its Texas cave, and
her own echoing voice, with
electronic instruments and
processes, LA-based composer
Skeen has conjured up a
panorama of ominous chords,
skittering alarms and eerie
melancholy decay; a mystical,
industrial threnody for modern
environmental collapse.

High Aura’d/
ASAMA

★★★★
Oil Pourer
NOBLE ROT. DL/MC

Mesmerising single
track collaboration
between John
Kolodij of
Americana drone
org High Aura’d and Thommy
Saraceno from ambient folk
architects Owlfood. Its ecstatic
prairie wind drones, oil-derrick
clangs and alien rumbles suggest
a Midwest dustbowl union
between Ellen Fullman’s 100-ft
stringed instrument and the
textured sound sculptures of
Harry Bertoia. AM
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Rey&Kjavik
Mountiri (RKJVK)
Es fängt schon mal sehr gut an: Dunkle, epische Soundscapes bestimmen das Klangbild des neuen Albums
von Rey&Kjavik. Besonders die cineastischen Ansätze sind dafür mitverantwortlich, dass das Album zu
einem zusammenhängenden Hörerlebnis wird. Die meisten Tracks vereinen ein spannendes Sounddesign,
sphärisch–mystische Reisen in orientalische Soundgefilde und einen pulsierenden Beat, sodass es kaum reine
Dancefloor- oder reine Ambienttracks gibt. Diese Arrangements des Berliner Musikers garantieren einen
perfekten Fluss beim Durchhören des Albums. Im Vergleich zu anderen Releases drosselt Rey&Kjavik das
Tempo stark, erzeugt aber durch organische Elemente einen starken Sog. Gerade die unzähligen afrikanischen
und orientalischen Gesänge, Trommeln und Melodien sind sehr gelungen und machen einfach Spaß – beim
Tanzen als auch beim Hören. 10 Basti Gies

Belp
Crocodile (Jahmoni/SVS
Records)

„Eher eine Compilation,
als ein Album.“ Wenn ich
Belp mit nur einem Wort
beschreiben müsste, dann
wäre es Vielseitigkeit.
Das Album einem Genre
zuzuordnen ist quasi so gut
wie unmöglich. Auf zehn
Tracks spielt „Crocodile“
mit Gehör und Gehirn,
indem es unerwartete
Entwicklungen,
Wendungen, oder Pausen
aufeinanderfolgen lässt.
Auch die ungewöhnlichen
Samples versteht man mit
jeder Sekunde mehr. 8 Tino
BeWider
Full Panorama (Folk
Wisdom)

Hinter dem Künstlernamen
BeWider steckt der Filmund Fernsehkomponist
Piernicola Di Muro. Durch
seine Vergangenheit sowie
neue, frische Einflüsse
auf seine Musik ist ein
unglaublich gutes Album
entstanden, das sowohl
ruhige Stellen, als auch
durchaus aufbrausende,
tanzbare Stellen hat. Eine
gelungene Steigerung zu den
beiden vorherigen EPs. Für
wenig Geld gibt es hier 12
Tracks. 9 Tino
Boy Harsher
Careful (Nude Club)

Die beiden Musiker
aus Northampton,
Massachusetts sind ein
Dreamteam wie es im
Buche steht. Während
Augustus Muller den Beat
abliefert, kümmert sich Jae
Matthews um die Texte
in ihren Songs. Auf dem

Album geht es um erlebte
Auseinandersetzungen,
Bindungen, sowie
Trennungen der Künstler.
Produziert mit einem
Laptop und ein paar
Synthesizern klingt
„Careful“ angenehm
verträumt, allerdings
stellenweise auch wie zu
schnelle Popmusik. 7 Tino
Broken Ego
Avenue To Wonderland
(Echozone)

Electro Pop/Rock mit
Texten über Liebe in allen
erdenklichen Formen. Das
alles ist vielleicht ganz
gut gedacht, aber neu für
die Band und wird mit
12 relativ austauschbaren
Songs schnell langweilig.
Hier würde ich mir textlich,
sowie musikalisch mehr
Abwechslung wünschen.
Broken Ego könnte diese
Idee besser umzusetzen.
4 Tino
Brian Cid
Meteorite Man
(Balance Music)

Mit einem musikalischen
Wissensbackground,
bestehend aus Hip Hop und
Pop, manifestiert der Mann
aus Brooklyn zunächst
spacig deepe Klänge
(”Meteorite Man“), die dann
housig rhythmische Formen
annehmen (“Soledad“). Hier
wechseln die Szenarien
von luftig zu Dance, episch
und progressiv. Diese Art
von deepem Tech-House
kommt ganz entspannt
sowie unaufgeregt rüber
und weiß damit maximal
zu gefallen. Der zweite
Teil widmet sich einem
härteren Clubansatz, wenn
elektroide Flangersynthies
die Aufmerksamkeit auf
sich ziehen (“Quest“). Ohne
diese letzten Exkursionen
wären zwei Punkte mehr
drin gewesen. Damit bleiben
am Ende 7 Cars10.Becker

Cæcilie Overgaard
There Is A Home (Clang)

Das Ziel? Den Hörer mit
einem riesigen Arsenal an
oft alltäglichen Samples
in eine Art akustisches
Wohnzimmer zu setzen,
wo es gemütlich und warm
ist. Tja, Ziel erreicht würde
ich dann mal sagen! Auf
sieben Songs wird die Reise
über den Hof, durch die
Haustür, das Treppenhaus
und schließlich in das
Wohnzimmer begleitet.
Ambient zum Eintauchen!
8 Tino
Camera
Emotional Detox
(Bureau B)

und beginnt mit einem
zwölfminütigen Opener,
welcher ein wenig SambaRhythmus mit sich bringt.
Die Nummer verblasst
zwar mit zunehmender
Länge, aber gerade durch
die minimalistische Art
lässt sie sich bequem als
Tool einsetzen. Auch die
restlichen Tracks lassen
sich mit einer Spieldauer
von 14 bzw. 10 Minuten
mächtig viel Zeit. Ruhig
und ausdauernd wandern
die Tracks voran, werden
dabei von flächigen Sounds
und Chords durchzogen.
Eher unauffällig und
dubby lässt sich das
Gesamtbild des Longplayers
beschreiben. Alles in allem
eine runde Sache, für den
dreckigen Bunker aber eher
untauglich. 7 Michael S
ABOPRÄMIE
Daniel Haaksman
With Love, From Berlin
(Man Recordings)

FokNBois
Afrobeats Lol (Fokn Bois)

Afrobeats für Fortgeschrittene
vermittelt das ghanaische
Duo FokNBois – M3nsa und
Wanlov the Kubolor. Gewitzte,
spritzige Texte (mit denen sie
schon in der Vergangenheit
auffielen) und Ethnovibes auf
elektronischem Untergrund
(erinnern entfernt an Seeed
- “True Friends“) sind die
brodelnde Mixtur aus der
dieses Minialbum besteht.
Perkussive Downbeatbreaks
wie “Brukutu“ entpuppen sich
als echte Perlen, die einem
breiten Publikum zu Gehör
gebracht werden sollten.
Spannende Angelegenheit, die
Gedanken von Trap vereinzelt
aufnimmt (“Abena“). Coole
Scheibe! 9 Cars10.Becker
Fred Und Luna
Im Tiefenrausch
(Compost)

Die Berliner Kombo eröffnet
ihr viertes Album mit
Captain Future Sounds
(”Gizmo“), die sehr retrocharmant klingen; bei der
generellen Ausrichtung ihrer
Musik in Krautrockgefilde
sicher keine so große
Überraschung, jedoch schon,
was den spacigen Aspekt
angeht. Das Spannende:
Es bleibt so, die gesamte
Lauflänge über. Das kann
man gut goutieren und
Titel wie “Cosm“ kann man
cineastisch für turbulente
Verfolgungsjagden oder
spannungserzeugende Tempi
einsetzen. Die zusätzlichen
Popschwingungen
unterstützen den Ansatz
ihrer Musik und führen zu
einem exzellenten Resultat.
9 Cars10.Becker
CV313
Glass City Sessions
(Minimood)

Stephen Hitchel aka CV313
veröffentlicht mit Glass City
Sessions sein zweites Album

Das Thema Globalisierung
steht bei Daniel seit
Jahrzehnten hoch im Kurs.
Zunächst die eigenen,
gesammelten Eindrücke
und musikalischen
Neuverwurzelungen im
südamerikanischen Umfeld,
seit ein paar Jahren dann
auch mit dem Zustrom von
1000er Neuankömmlinge
pro Jahr in der eigenen
Berliner Hood. Diese
multikulturellen
Strömungen und Einflüsse
nimmt sein drittes Album
auf und reflektiert die
unterschiedlichen Stile, die
ihn bewegen. Afro-Calypso
(“Corpo Sujeito“), Reggaeton
(“Como Serra“,”City Life”),
Trap (”Overture“,” Occupy
Berlin”), Dub (”Love Horns”),
funky Dance (“24-7“ mit
Robert Owens an den
Vocals) – diese Elemente
prägen den Kosmos des
Vordenkers Haaksman,
dessen Leidenschaft in
Stilen wie Trap oder Dub in
den letzten Jahren verstärkt
auf breiteren Zuspruch trifft.
Drücken wir die Daumen,
dass sich dieser Trend weiter
fortsetzt. 7 Cars10.Becker

Möchtegern Manequins
älteren Semesters aus
Karlsruhe krauten sich
durch elektronische
Partikellandschaften. Dahinter
steckt Rainer Buchmüller,
der viel kreatives Potential
in seine spannenden
Kompositionen einfließen
lässt, die von catchy-funky
(“Blues Im Gepäck“) bis
experimentell-berauschend
(“Tiefenrausch“) reichen,
ja sich sogar in den Club
hineintrauen (“Canacanada“).
Gegen Ende tauchen ein paar
Belanglosigkeiten auf, die den
Gesamteindruck aber nicht
sonderlich schmälern. 6
Cars10.Becker

die neuste Veröffentlichung
von Geneva Skeen. Viele
Samples aus der Natur sind
zu hören oder teilweise durch
Bearbeitung nurnoch leicht zu
erahnen. Wirklich besonders
wird es allerdingst erst mit
„A Parallel Array Of Horses“
und „Frain, Refrain“, da beide
Tracks ausschließlich aus ihrer
Stimme produziert wurden.
7 Tino
Gudrun Gut
Moment (Monika)

„Kaltes klares Wasser“, der Hit
der Gruppe Malaria!, ist wohl
das bekannteste Stück von
Gudrun Gut. Das war 1981.
Seitdem ist die Wahlberlinerin
nicht mehr wegzudenken
aus dem Untergrundpop
der bundesdeutschen
Musikkultur. Seither
steht die vielseitige
Künstlerin, Produzentin
und Labelbetreiberin wohl
auch für alles was AntiMassenkompatibel ist. Sei
es bei den Einstürzenden
Neubauten, bei der
Avantgarde-Punkband
Mania D, ihrem Dark-WaveProjekt Matador oder als
Teil des experimentellen
Elektropop-Kollektivs Ocean
Club. Experimenteller,
avantgardistischer Pop
mit schrägen doch stets
durchdachten Texten. Und
eben dieser ist auch auf
ihrem mittlerweile dritten
Soloalbum „Moment“
allgegenwärtig. Das
Spannungsfeld zwischen
Pop und Avantgarde, in dem
sich Gudrun Gut auch dieses
Mal bewegt, präsentiert
sich bereits zu Beginn des
Albums und zieht sich über
die gesamte Länge. 9 The
Informant!
Jan Nemecek
Recurrences (-OUS)

Geneva Skeen
A Parallel Array Of Horses
(Room40)

Wie ein sanfter Wind wirkt

Positiv, energetisch, spannend,
treibend, motivierend.
„Recurrences“ klingt nach
einem langweiligen Album,
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Geneva Skeen: A Parallel Array Of Horses
Experimental / Avantgarde / Weird & Wired / Glitch /

2019

Edit (10787)

Posted by Andrea Piran (@)

Noise / Field Recording
Artist: Geneva Skeen
Title: A Parallel Array Of Horses
Format: Download Only (MP3 + Lossless)
Label: Room40 (@)
Rated:

The title of this release is borrowed from a geological phenomenon in which mineral veins are able to completely separate rock blocks, and it's a metaphor for a society divided
by elements of precocity. The aim of this release is the depiction of a sort of being in the world as an exercise of presence instead of action, a matter of understand prior to
modify. From this summary of the liner notes, it's almost evident how Geneva Skeen could be placed among the artists whose opus is driven by a conceptual focus and is
inspired by philosophical concepts.
As the first track, "The Sonorous House", starts with field recording of an house during a monsoon which gives a background noise, the other element slowly unfolds and are
stacked until the synthetic sources, based on oscillators, develop a trajectory form isolated sounds to a sonic continuum. "Los Angeles Without Palm Trees" uses nightly sounds
as a background for a drone which slowly emerges after a percussive part moving in the binaural field. "A Parallel Array of Horses" seems a drone track but it's instead a
juxtaposition of continuous tones whose timber create a meditative atmosphere. "Frain, Refrain" continues in the same vein but using filtered voices instead of drones taking
advantage of countability. Closing a circle, "Flutter in Place", starts with a drone which slowly fades in a field recordings of singing bats mirroring the structure of the first track.
This is release dealing with familiar musical structures to those accustomed to experimental music based on drones, however the remarkable sound quality and sense of writing
makes this one a release that could be enjoyed. It's worth a listen.
1
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Geneva Skeen - A Parallel Array Of Horses
[Room40 Promo]
Another new one put on the circuit by the ever busy Australian
imprint Room40 is "A Parallel Array Of Horses", the latest album piece
by Los Angeles-based Geneva Skeen who's dealing with the theme of
a collapsing, decaying society on her new longplay outing. The five
track journey starts with "The Sonorous House", a tune comprised of
several layers of partly reprocessed Field Recordings and warm
atmospheric droning of varying intensity whilst "Los Angeles Without
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manager. networking
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collector. streetart documentalist.
glitch artist. eclecticist. youtube
video creator.
VIEW MY COMPLETE PROFILE

Palm Trees" surely seems to be a quiet, undisturbed, yet somewhat
desolate and isolationist place disturbed by prevalent subfrequent
shifts and mechanical repetitions somehow related to the now
vanished genre of Clicks'n'Cuts, evoking memories of former
Muslimgauze-releases on the former Audio.NL imprint paired up with
beautifully dramatic Ambient arrangements over the further course
of the track. Furthermore the title piece "A Parallel Array Of Horses"
brings forth a fragile, ethereal take on Ambient influenced by echoes
of (Neo)Classical composition and longing, melancholia-infused score
works, "Frain, Refrain" presents a variation of outerworldly, warped
choir performances with obvious parallels to Ayshay's 2011-released
novelty smash "Warn-U" vibewise before the final composition "Flutter
In Place" fully drifts away into fluffy clouds and calm Ambient
territories. Defo recommended for all ChillOut heads out there.
P O S T E D B Y B A Z E . D J U N K I I I AT 8 : 4 7 P M
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Geneva Skeen – A Parallel Array Of Horses
Posted on October 19, 2018 by Kevin Press
At this time of year, references to houses take on a more
evocative dimension. While it is doubtful that Geneva
Skeen intended to dabble in the otherworldly, if ever there
was a piece that captured what a haunted home sounds like
it is her “The Sonorous House.”
It opens with enough rattles, creeks and mufﬂed sounds to
keep your front door trick-or-treater free. A slow building
hum of background noise will give your eardrums a pretty
decent shake too, depending on the quality of your
headphones.
Then, fair warning, a shockwave of electronic noise hits just
under four minutes in. Remember Carlo Giustini’s
remarkable ﬁeld recording of an abandoned house called La
stanza di fronte (http://baddpress.blog/2018/10/12/badd-pressmix-15/)? If his experiment had produced anything close to this, it would have sold a million copies.
“Los Angeles Without Palm Trees” is less creepy, and in its own way more musical. The piece features a
looping electronic ﬂutter over long synth waves. Its closing three minutes are among the album’s most
intense. Imagine a lonely city street on a winter night.
Skeen is in fact out to express a speciﬁc set of ideas, as her album notes detail.
“As I’ve tried to understand what is happening now without judgement – a collapse of systems,
boundaries and symbols that crumble faster with each forcible attempt to reinstate them – I am ﬁnding
equal failure in streamlined, singular methodologies for both comprehension and composition,” she
writes. “Representation in a world that refuses fact is uncertain and deceptive. … Inside, what we see is
not what we hear, what we hear is not what we think, what we think is not what we feel, and so on.
“The dread incited by this precarity is difﬁcult to interpret without announcing failure: the anxiety of
watching our own hourglass is palpable and demanding. I feel existence in this moment has required a
move away from my own humanity in order to simply live in it, live through it, live with it while
refusing to release the idea of environmental recovery. … The sounds on this record embody this sense
of mutant consciousness. It is, for me, a representation of a vigorous sprint towards complexity, towards
the interdependencies that serve as stop-gaps, towards freaky, slippery, compounded stacks of reality.”
Appropriately, the album’s title piece may be the most complex drone recording we’ve heard this year.
There are multiple elements combined here. So many that it’s difﬁcult to identify them all. I hear voices,
strings and synths, at least. The sum of all these parts is dense and surprisingly emotional. Skeen has
struck a chord that – if you give in to it – will transport you.

https://themoderns.blog/2018/10/19/geneva-skeen-a-parallel-array-of-horses/
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Toward the end of the piece, she begins to pull those various elements apart. This deconstruction adds
even greater dimension to the album’s central work.
“Flutter in Place” is another lengthy, impressive effort. It closes the album at a glacial pace. Deeply
resonant, with multiple layers, it is an appropriately impressive ending to a great recording.
Kevin Press (mailto:baddpressblog@gmail.com)
A Parallel Array Of Horses
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The Form of the Longform Abstract

My 33 1/3 book, on Aphex Twin's Selected Ambient Works Volume II, was the 5th bestselling book in the
series in 2014. It's available at Amazon (including Kindle) and via your local bookstore. • F.A.Q. • Key Tags:
#saw2for33third, #sound-art, #classical, #junto • Elsewhere: Twitter, SoundCloud, Instagram

ambient/electronica
Listening to art. Playing with audio. Sounding out technology. Composing in code.

about

The Form of the Longform Abstract

Marc Weidenbaum founded the website

In the form of Geneva Skeen's new album, Dream State

Disquiet.com in 1996 at the intersection of
sound, art, and technology, and since 2012 has
moderated the Disquiet Junto, an active online
community of weekly music/sonic projects. He
has written for Nature, Boing Boing, The Wire,
Pitchfork, and NewMusicBox, among other
periodicals. He is the author of the 33 1⁄3 book
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DREAM STATE
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on Aphex Twin’s classic album Selected Ambient
Works Volume II. Read more about his sonic
consultancy, teaching, sound art, and work in
film, comics, and other media
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Say what you will about the mix of nostalgia, fossil-fuel products, and subpar sound
quality that is employed with some finger-pointing regularity to characterize the
resurgence of the tape cassette as a 21st-century conveyance of music from recording
artist to listener, one positive service has certainly been accomplished: the rise of
long-form compositions.
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It seems more common today than it has been since the heights of the progressive
rock era for commercially released albums to contain suite-length pieces, symphonydimensioned (horizontally if not vertically) explorations longer than extended 12″s,
longer than medleys, longer than the attention span attributed (malignly) to a
generation raised amid screens.
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current activities
Upcoming
• August 15 - September 15, 2019: The
Disquiet Junto is teaming up with Musikfestival
Bern for a series of projects.
• August 29, 2019: This day marks the start of
the 400th consecutive weekly Disquiet Junto
project. It will be a collaboration with the
novelist Malka Older.
• December 13, 2019: This day marks the 23rd

Geneva Skeen’s many-layered collage of a new album, Dream State, on the label
Crystalline Morphologies, is such a recording. It has two sides, each nearing 20
minutes — and far longer if taken into account is the time required to extract oneself
from the artfully grim environment in which the music deposits its audience. The
tracks amass mumbling tones and field recordings of clammy spaces, industrial
noise and angelic singing, interrupted occasionally — or more to the point, layered
further — by the barking of dogs. It is music that would make far less sense in the
confines of a pop song. It is long enough to get lost in. This is the form of the
abstract, a space suggested by throwback technology, and put to work for new
purposes.
Timely purposes, truth be told. In a note describing the circumstances in which the
music was made, Skeen depicts a world “heavier and more opaque” than it was just a
few years earlier. She acknowledges circumstances one doesn’t take comfort in
waking to. Her music wrestles with this new reality by exploring it for both its real
and surreal qualities, its details and its incongruences, its shapes and its shadows.

anniversary of Disquiet.com.
• January 7, 2020: This day marks the 8th
anniversary of the Disquiet Junto.
• March 2020: A chapter on the Disquiet Junto
("The Disquiet Junto as an Online Community of

https://disquiet.com/2019/02/26/geneva-skeen-dream-state/

Album released earlier this month at genevaskeen.bandcamp.com. More from Skeen
at twitter.com/geneeves and soundcloud.com/geneeeeves. The work was recorded at
a Land and Sea residency in Oakland, California, in 2018. More from the record
label at crystallinemorphologies.com.
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Geneva Skeen Layers Her Voice

My 33 1/3 book, on Aphex Twin's Selected Ambient Works Volume II, was the 5th bestselling book in the
series in 2014. It's available at Amazon (including Kindle) and via your local bookstore. • F.A.Q. • Key Tags:
#saw2for33third, #sound-art, #classical, #junto • Elsewhere: Twitter, SoundCloud, Instagram
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Marc Weidenbaum founded the website

And the results are consuming

Disquiet.com in 1996 at the intersection of
sound, art, and technology, and since 2012 has
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moderated the Disquiet Junto, an active online
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community of weekly music/sonic projects. He
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has written for Nature, Boing Boing, The Wire,
Pitchfork, and NewMusicBox, among other
periodicals. He is the author of the 33 1⁄3 book
on Aphex Twin’s classic album Selected Ambient
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The loop-based “multnomah_fall” by Geneva Skeen (aka Geneeeeves) employs
vocals as instrument-like source material. Glottal sounds and incandescent moans
take on drone-like roles in a slow-build, slow-burn recording that amasses density as
it progresses. Dense as it gets, though, you can still hear deep inside it — past the
wiry, wooly, bristling noise, past the eventual incursion of industrial rhythms — to
the base materials on which it is all founded. It’s 15 minutes to be put on repeat.
Track originally posted for free download at soundcloud.com/geneeeeves. Skeen is a
Los Angeles”“based artist whose efforts also include a women’s chorus and active
exhibition curation. More on her in a brief profile at laartstream.com. More from
Skeen at twitter.com/geneeves.
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project. It will be a collaboration with the
novelist Malka Older.
• December 13, 2019: This day marks the 23rd
anniversary of Disquiet.com.
• January 7, 2020: This day marks the 8th
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